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ABSTRACT
Swarm robotics collectively solve problems that are challenging
for individual robots, from environmental monitoring to entertainment. The algorithms enabling swarms allow individual robots of
the swarm to plan, share, and coordinate their trajectories and tasks
to achieve a common goal. Such algorithms rely on a large number
of configurable parameters that can be tailored to target particular
scenarios. This large configuration space, the complexity of the
algorithms, and the dependencies with the robots’ setup and performance make debugging and fixing swarms configuration bugs
extremely challenging. This paper proposes Swarmbug, a swarm
debugging system that automatically diagnoses and fixes buggy
behaviors caused by misconfiguration. The essence of Swarmbug
is the novel concept called the degree of causal contribution (Dcc),
which abstracts impacts of environment configurations (e.g., obstacles) to the drones in a swarm via behavior causal analysis. Swarmbug automatically generates, validates, and ranks fixes for configuration bugs. We evaluate Swarmbug on four diverse swarm
algorithms. Swarmbug successfully fixes four configuration bugs
in the evaluated algorithms, showing that it is generic and effective.
We also conduct a real-world experiment with physical drones to
show the Swarmbug’s fix is effective in the real-world.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Robotics; • Software and
its engineering → Development frameworks and environments.
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INTRODUCTION

In robotics, a swarm is a group of cooperative robots that is able to
solve complex tasks through their collective behavior [24]. Swarms
are being used to solve many real-world problems, from environmental monitoring and emergency response to entertainment [73].
Key enablers of such success are the algorithms that allow the individual robots of the swarm to plan, share, and coordinate their
trajectories and tasks to achieve a common goal [17].
Despite the potential of swarms, developing robust swarm algorithms is challenging. (1) Swarm algorithms are dependent on
a large number of related parameters and inputs that can significantly change the behavior of the swarms. The swarm algorithm
controls multiple robots adding an order of magnitude in complexity to a large number of parameters used to configure each
robot (e.g., ArduCopter [5] has hundreds of configuration parameters). (2) Swarm operations are highly dynamic, compounding the
variability and sensitivity of all its robots to the environment. (3)
Swarm algorithms have variables and code blocks that are highly
inter-dependent. The algorithms are often a closed-loop (feedback)
control system [29, 54] which continuously computes robots’ new
states using new inputs and their previous states.
In our conversation with developers of swarm algorithms [2, 77]
and observation from public forums [42, 49, 79, 80, 92], one of the
common challenges in swarm algorithms and robotics development
is to find appropriate values for configurable parameters. A slightly
misconfigured parameter can cause a buggy behavior, which we
call configuration bugs. This paper focuses on configuration bugs
in swarm algorithms (i.e., bugs caused by misconfiguration of the
algorithms and robots), causing incorrect swarm states (such as
crashing drones) in a particular deployment scenario.
Space of all possible scenarios
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4 A new configuration
Cfix covering the
failed scenario (Sfail)

Figure 1: Illustration of a configuration bug and Swarmbug.
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Configuration Bugs. Figure 1 illustrates a high-level concept of
the configuration bug and the Swarmbug’s ultimate objective.
Given the space of all possible scenarios (S all ) of a swarm, there is
a configuration for the swarm (C org ) that can result in a successful
scenario (S succ ) denoted by 1 . 2 denotes scenarios that can be
successfully covered by C org . A configuration bug happens when
a swarm operates under a new scenario resulting in a failure S fail
because it is not covered by C org .
Challenges. A typical debugging approach for a configuration
bug might be tracking each parameter’s value propagation to the
robot’s decision that caused a faulty scenario. Unfortunately, the
aforementioned complexity of swarm algorithms makes this approach impractical. For example, parameters often go through a
number of complex computations with other variables, including
matrix multiplications. Precisely tracking a variable’s impact after those computations is an extremely challenging task. Another
typical approach is trial-and-error. A developer inspects a particular variable’s value, modifies its value, and tests whether it will
fix the bug. The debugging process typically requires non-trivial
manual effort due to many configurable parameters and complex
dependencies. Without proper guidance on each trial-and-error,
this approach is rather impractical. Moreover, even after the developer identifies a potential fix (i.e., a new value for a configurable
parameter), testing the fix in various scenarios is time-consuming
and challenging due to the large space of possible swarm behaviors.
Our Approach. This paper proposes Swarmbug, a swarm debugging approach for configuration bugs. As illustrated in Figure 1,
it aims to find a new configuration which we call a fix C fix that
can cover more scenarios ( 4 ). While not guaranteed, Swarmbug
prioritizes C fix that are close to the C org , which can potentially
cover some of the scenarios already covered by C org ( 2 ) (as per
the overlapping area of 2 and 4 ).
In particular, Swarmbug targets bugs that are caused by misconfiguration of the swarm algorithm or robot’s parameters (i.e.,
configuration variables). It aims to (1) find key variables that caused
a buggy behavior, (2) identify possible fixes for the bug via systematic testing, and (3) rank the fixes that preserve the behavior of
the original execution. Swarmbug’s key enabling technique is the
novel concept of the degree of causal contribution (Dcc). It creates
alternative executions with and without critical factors (e.g., objects) that affect the swarm’s behavior to understand which factors
are causally contributing to the buggy behavior. Swarmbug then
finds variables that can configure swarm algorithms to adjust the
Dcc of the factors. The contributions of this research are as follows:
• We develop a swarm robotics debugger for configuration bugs.
• We propose the concept of Dcc to understand the degree of
causal contribution of each variable to swarm behavior and use
it to precisely pinpoint critical variables that contribute to bugs.
• We evaluate our algorithm on 4 real-world swarm algorithms
and automatically identified 7 valid bug fixes, including physical
flight experiments with real-world drones to empirically show
that the generated fixes are effective in real-world scenarios.
• We have communicated and confirmed all the configuration bugs
and our fixes with the authors of the swarm algorithms.
• We publicly release the source code and data of Swarmbug on
https://github.com/swarmbug/src.
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MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

We use the Adaptive Swarm [2] algorithm to illustrate Swarmbug’s
operation. We run the algorithm for four drones: one leader and
three follower drones (F1∼F3). The algorithm’s goal is to safely
move the swarm to a destination while maintaining a diamondshape formation as shown in Figure 2-(a). The arrows with borders
(either blue or gray) indicate the drone’s flight direction. Orange
arrows are the vectors caused to avoid obstacles (including other
drones). Gray arrows represent the vector to maintain the diamond
formation. When there are multiple vectors considered, the blue
arrows with borders indicate the final flight directions.
Configuration Variables. In this example, there are two types
of configuration variables: environment and swarm configuration
variables. Environment configuration variables represent objects
such as robots and obstacles (e.g., followers[0∼1].sp, self.sp.x, and obstacle[8] in Figure 3). Swarm configuration variables are parameters
for swarm algorithm and robots. For example, circles surrounding
drones visualize a parameter infl_radius that determines the maximum sensing distance for objects. interrbt_dist is another parameter
that represents the desired distance between drones.
Configuration Bug. Figure 2-(b)∼(e) show such a scenario where
F3 crashes with an obstacle due to a configuration bug. First, the
moving obstacle approaches F1, which is also moving, in (b) and
makes F1 move towards the south-west, leading F1 to get close to
F3. In (c), the obstacle forces F1 and F3 closer. In (d), the obstacle
approaches now F3 which fails to avoid it because the other four
forces come into play: three forces to avoid F1, F2, and obstacles
(oranges), and the force to maintain the formation. This causes F3
to move just slightly from its current position, not enough to avoid
the obstacle, leading to a crash in (e). A cause for the failure is that,
in (d), F3 was too close to adjacent drones which interfere with the
decision of F3 to avoid the obstacle.
Debugging Attempts without Swarmbug. A typical debugging
approach of the given bug is to trace the value propagation from the
obstacle (i.e., the cause of the crash) to the drone to understand how
the obstacle and other variables affect the drone’s faulty decision.
For example, one may use existing program analysis techniques
such as taint analysis [7, 18, 40, 67, 76] to trace obstacle[8] which is
an environment configuration variable (defined as a global variable)
representing the obstacle. Each drone in the swarm reads this variable to determine whether they are close to the moving obstacle
or not. However, tracking the value propagation of the variable is
challenging as it goes through complex computations.
Figure 3 shows a simplified value propagation graph. The arrows
in Figure 3 show the data propagation paths. The source variable
(obstacle[8]) is a 2×4 array and the values of its elements (along
with other variables including followers[0].sp and followers[1].sp
representing other drones) are used to generate each element of
a 500×500 array, d2. Later, each element of d2 is used to create
another 500×500 array repulsive with infl_radius and nu. Then,
each element of repulsive and attractive are added to create total
(a 500×500 array). Finally, it computes a gradient of the matrix to
create gx and gy. Finally, mean values of the gx and gy arrays to
compute x (self.sp.x) and y (self.sp.y) coordinates. At this point,
which part (of bytes) of the x and y coordinates are affected by
the source variable obstacle[8] is challenging to know. Using taint
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Figure 2: Swarm of four drones crashing an obstacle: (a)∼(e). The same swarm mission with a fix by Swarmbug: (1)∼(5).
analysis would tell that every part of both coordinates depends on
the source variable and other variables, which are not useful for
debugging the configuration bug. Note that the graph is simplified.
The complete graph of the swarm algorithm [2] is at least 10 times
larger than Figure 3. A backward edge from the self.sp.x and self.sp.y
to followers[0].sp and followers[1].sp, that forms cycles, are omitted.
Debugging with Swarmbug. Swarmbug (1) conducts a behavior
causal analysis to find out environment configuration variables
that caused the bug, (2) obtains bug fixes by mutating swarm configuration variables, and (3) ranks fixes that preserve the original
behavior of the swarm.
(1) Cause Analysis: Given a definition of configuration variables provided by a user, Swarmbug infers which configuration
variables significantly contribute to the buggy behavior by leveraging a concept we call the degree of causal contribution (or Dcc,
details in Section 4.1.2). Dcc essentially abstracts the impact (or
contribution) of individual variables to a robot’s decision.
Dcc is computed as follows. Given the original execution (demonstrating the crash), Swarmbug creates alternative executions by
removing the impact of environment configuration variables (that
are essentially related to surrounding objects and robots). Then,
we compare the robots’ behaviors of the original execution and
obstacle[8]
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d2
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...
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(500* 500)

...

total
(500* 500)
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gx (and gy)
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* Each box represents a variable or an element of an array

Figure 3: Illustration of simplified value propagation.

the alternative executions. The difference of the robots’ poses becomes a Dcc value. Finally, we analyze the trends of Dcc values
around the time when the bug occurred to pinpoint the cause of
the bug (e.g., whether some variable’s contribution is insufficient or
excessive). Note that Swarmbug does not rely on tracking complex
propagations of values, which existing techniques struggle to do,
but rather analyzes values related to the robots’ behavior as the
environment is changed.
In the earlier example, Swarmbug derives alternative executions
without each obstacle by mutating environment configuration variables, to infer the causal relationship between an obstacle and the
buggy behavior. Then, we compare each drone’s poses observed during the generated alternative executions and the original execution,
obtaining the difference that represents the impact of each removed
obstacle to the buggy behavior. To this end, Swarmbug identifies
the most impactful variable: obstacles[8] (a moving obstacle).
(2) Finding Potential Configuration Fixes: From the environment configuration variable that contributes to the bug, Swarmbug
conducts a number of experiments that change each swarm configuration variable’s value (e.g., a robot’s parameter’s value) to identify
potential fixes for the bug. Specifically, it focuses on the trend of
Dcc values of the environment configuration variable. For example,
we earlier noticed that the obstacle’s contribution becomes more
significant near the crash while other objects (e.g., other drones)
also compete for the contribution.
To this end, Swarmbug tries to reinforce (or intensify) the increasing trend of the moving obstacle’s Dcc value. With the change,
we expect the drone to take the obstacle into account more significantly than the original execution. We then run multiple executions
with mutated swarm configuration variables (e.g., increasing/decreasing their values) to find mutations that can reinforce the trend.
Finally, we find concrete values for two swarm configuration variables (defined as global variables), leading to two configuration fixes:
(i) infl_radius=0.3 and (ii) interrbt_dist=1.4.
(3) Validating the Robustness of Fixes: Swarmbug tests the
two fixes (i.e., infl_radius and interrbt_dist) exhaustively, by running
a number of tests with diverse scenarios that Swarmbug derived
by profiling the variation of the target scenario (e.g., spawning the
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swarm in various positions). To make each test more meaningful in
terms of validating the robustness, Swarmbug measures whether
each run exercises observable new swarm behaviors using Dcc
values. Specifically, for each test, we collect Dcc values and compute
MSE scores against previous executions’ Dcc values. The testing is
repeated until it does not observe new swarm behaviors (e.g., MSE
scores of 100 consecutive executions are all smaller than 0.01) or
reached a predefined timeout (e.g., 20 hours). In this example, both
fixes successfully pass the testing, meaning that Swarmbug did not
observe any failures after 20 hours of testing while the fixes with
infl_radius and interrbt_dist successfully finishes 3,880 and 1,211
tests respectively. Hence, both are considered as valid fixes.
(4) Finding Behavior-preserving Fixes: Some fixes may disruptively change the swarm behavior. For instance, in our example,
changing interrbt_dist results in a bigger diamond formation, making the swarm look and behave quite differently. To avoid such
fixes, Swarmbug aims to identify a behavior-preserving fix which
behaves similar to the original swarm. Specifically, we compare the
Dcc values from a fixed execution and the original execution to
measure the differences between the two executions. If two swarm
executions have similar Dcc values, we consider that their behaviors are similar. In our example, the Dcc values from the fix with
infl_radius is more similar to the Dcc values from the original run
than the fix with interrbt_dist.
Chosen Fix: Figure 2-(1)∼(5) show the flight with the infl_radius fix.
It maintains the same formation, while individual drone detects and
avoids the obstacle earlier, preventing the situation where multiple
drones get too close (2)∼(4). All the drones, including F3, avoid the
obstacle successfully (5).

3 BACKGROUNDS, GOALS, AND SCOPE
3.1 Mobile Robot Software
Configurable Variables. A typical robot such as the drones we
use in our studies can have hundreds of configurable parameters
and each of the parameters can affect the robot’s behavior significantly. A robot’s decision-making process is typically implemented
as a sequence of program statements that continuously and iteratively reads inputs from various sensors and computes the robot’s
next state, meaning that it is essentially a closed-loop system [98].
During the computation, the configurable parameters are also taken
into account. As shown in Figure 3, variables in the algorithms are
highly inter-dependent (e.g., most variables in the loop are dependent on their previous iteration’s values), making it difficult to apply
data-dependency analysis techniques.
Field Testing and Simulation-based Testing. Testing robotics
algorithms is challenging because robots interact with the physical
surroundings. While testing robots in the real-world (field testing or
physical testing) is desirable and ultimately required, it is expensive
and dangerous due to the cost of failures. As a result, simulationbased testing is a common alternative that can reduce development
and validation costs. Still, given the dimension and complexity of
the real-world, simulation-testing must identify what scenarios are
worth validating and attempt to reduce the exploration of equivalent
scenarios that render little value for testing.
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3.2

Swarm Algorithms

Centralized and Distributed Swarm Algorithms. There are
two main lines in constructing swarm algorithms [8, 10, 17, 37, 56]:
centralized and distributed. A centralized algorithm [14, 22, 55]
computes all the decisions of individual robots in a swarm in a
centralized system. On the other extreme, a distributed swarm algorithm [6, 45, 94] runs the majority of the algorithm on individual
robots, where robots are communicating via network channels. Existing approaches such as taint analysis have difficulty handling
distributed algorithms while Swarmbug works well on both centralized and distributed algorithms.
Local vs Global Goals. Swarm algorithms may have global goals
for the entire swarm and local goals for individual robots at the
same time, leading to conflicting goals. For instance, each robot
may have a local algorithm to avoid obstacles, while a swarm algorithm aims to maintain a specific formation during the flight.
When a robot in the swarm encounters an obstacle, the robot’s
local algorithm may hold back the swarm algorithm’s progress as
it prioritizes its local goal (i.e., avoiding the obstacle). Note that
even if a swarm algorithm includes logic to balance the two goals
(e.g., prioritizing local and global goals based on the current state
and environment), the balancing logic may not be perfect, failing
to balance the conflicting goals.
Complex Dependencies. As a swarm consists of multiple robots,
the complexity of dependencies among variables and configurations
has significantly increased compared to that of a single robot. During our experiments, we observe that the average number of data dependencies (i.e., the number of edges in the data dependence graph)
in drone swarm algorithms [36, 50, 51, 61, 93] is ‘1,693+1,207∗n’
1
where n represents the number of robots. When n=5, the number
is approximately 3.7 times the average number of dependencies of
algorithms for a single drone which is 2,042 [15, 25, 27, 59, 68] (with
n=10, the swarm algorithms’ dependencies are 6.7 times bigger
than the single drone algorithms). It means that applying the data
dependency analysis to swarm algorithms is ineffective in practice.
Dynamic Behaviors. In a swarm, individual robots’ dynamic behaviors are often accumulated and amplified, leading to even more
diverse swarm behaviors. For example, in our motivation example,
Figure 2-(c) and (d) have a chain reaction to the obstacle, which is
different from when an individual drone interacts with an obstacle. Hence, a significant challenge in swarm testing is obtaining
test cases that can effectively cover various swarm behaviors and
prioritizing test cases to cover diverse scenarios.

3.3

Goals and Scope

Goals of Swarmbug. Swarmbug aims to achieve the three major
goals to effectively debug swarm algorithms as follows.
• Goal-1: Developing effective causal analysis capabilities for swarm
algorithms to automatically identify root causes of configuration
bugs and find fixes.
• Goal-2: Developing an effective and efficient testing approach to
validate bug fixes for swarm algorithms by systematically covering various corner cases.
1

As for ‘1,693’ and ‘1,207’, we use the data-dependency graph using Sourcetrail [75],
with T as the total edges of the swarm algorithm and L as the number of edges for an
individual drone algorithm. ‘1,693’ is the average of the difference between T and L ,
and ‘1,207’ is the average of L of all drones.
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Behavior
causal analysis
(Section 4.1)

…

Fix validation (testing)
(Section 4.2)
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for swarm

Fix prioritization
(Section 4.3)

Real-world
testing

Figure 4: Overview of Swarmbug

• Goal-3: Understanding the impact of fixes and guiding how to
choose fixes that preserve the original swarm algorithm’s behavior
while correcting buggy behaviors.
Focus on Unmanned Air Vehicles (Drones). While our findings
and insights are generic and applicable to various swarm robotics
environments, our research focuses on swarm robotics algorithms
for unmanned aerial vehicles. This is because (1) they are prevalent
and used in various missions, and (2) they have one of the most
sophisticated dynamics, leading to various challenges in debugging.
Generality of Swarmbug’s Fix. Swarmbug generates fixes for
a bug under a particular mission and algorithm’s configuration.
This means that the fixes may not work for a significantly different
mission or scenario. For instance, a bug fix for a swarm mission
with four drones may not work for a mission with eight drones.
Also, a bug fix for a swarm avoiding obstacles may not work if the
obstacles’ speed changes (e.g., become faster).

4

DESIGN

Figure 4 shows the overall procedure of Swarmbug. It takes three
inputs: (1) a swarm algorithm’s source code, (2) a swarm mission
that triggers a buggy behavior, and (3) configuration definitions
that include a list of configuration variables for the swarm and environment (e.g., certain obstacles, wind, etc.). Swarmbug conducts
a behavior causal analysis (Section 4.1) to find causes of buggy
behaviors from environment configuration variables and generate
fixes for swarm configuration variables. Then, Swarmbug validates
the fixes under various scenarios (Section 4.2) to obtain robust fixes.
Further, it ranks the fixes based on the behavior similarity between
the original swarm and the fixed swarm (Section 4.3). Finally, while
it is not part of our main contribution, the test cases and traces can
be used to conduct real-world testing as shown in Section 5.2.1.

4.1

instance, if an obstacle is defined as a set of coordinates, coordinate values outside of the map will effectively remove the
obstacle. We use the ∅ symbol to represent such a value.
2. Swarm Configuration Variables typically define parameters
of drones and swarm algorithms. The specification includes
the range of values (i.e., minimum and maximum values, distribution). For instance, the maximum drone velocity or the
minimum distances between drones in a swarm.
Profiling for the Configuration Definitions. Swarmbug ex2
pects a user to provide the configuration definitions , which may
require non-trivial effort. To mitigate this, we present a set of profiling tools and supporting approaches on our project website [82] that
can generate sketches of such configuration definitions for implementations like the ones we present later in our study [2, 16, 60, 88]
to reduce such effort.
4.1.2 Degree of Causal Contribution (Dcc). Our analysis targets
environment configuration variables that represent obstacles and
other robots because they directly affect the swarm behavior and
are crucial in understanding causes of bugs. A key innovation of
Swarmbug is the concept of the degree of causal contribution (or
Dcc) of a variable to a robot’s pose and propose its computation
without relying on complex data propagation analysis techniques
such as taint analysis. Dcc is computed by comparing differences
between executions with mutations applied on the environment
configuration variables.

D2

1. Environment Configuration Variables define the environment of the swarm that can be manipulated during simulation
such as obstacles, robots, and wind. The value specification
includes a value to eliminate the impact of the variable. For

Obstacle

(a) Original
execution

Behavior Causal Analysis

4.1.1 Configuration Variables. Among the variables in a swarm
algorithm, there are two types of variables that are important in
understanding and controlling behavior: environment and swarm
configuration variables. One of the Swarmbug’s inputs is the configuration definitions: a list of configuration variables with each
variable’s type (either environment or swarm configuration) and
the value specification.

D1

D1

D3

(b) Alternative
execution

D2

D1

Delta
D3
( )
(c) Delta
computation

Legend
Direction of
the obstacle
Direction to the next
position with the
obstacle
Direction to the next
position without the
obstacle

Figure 5: Example of computing a delta (∆) value.
Computing Delta (∆) via Alternative Execution. To understand
the contribution of an environment variable, we first create a new
(alternative) execution with a mutation on the variable that can essentially remove the variable’s presence in the environment. Since
the new execution negates the existence of the mutated variable,
we call the new execution alternative execution. Figure 5 shows an
example. Suppose that Figure 5-(a) shows an original execution
that includes an obstacle, leading to the drone moving toward the
2

Details of the configuration definitions and the real input file we use in this paper
can be found on https://github.com/swarmbug/src/tree/main/Input_Swarmbug
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2

t ←0

3
4
5

while t ≠ Te do
for m r ∈ M do
Dcc(r, t ) ← ComputeRobotDcc (m r , Vec , t )

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

t ← t +Time-step // Time-step represents a single tick
procedure ComputeRobotDcc(r , Vec , t )
∆total ← 0
Porg = GetRobotPose (r , Vec , t ) // Obtain a pose of r at t
// Each source variable v i representing a world object
for v i ∈ Vec do
tmp ← v i // Save v i
v i ← ∅ // Removing the impact of an environment configuration variable v i
Pi = GetRobotPose (r , Vec , t ) // Obtain a pose of r at t without v i
∆i ← ||Porg − Pi || // ∆ for v i via Euclidean Distance
∆total ← ∆total + ∆i
v i ← tmp // Restore v i

18
19

dccSet ← {}
for v i ∈ Vec do
dccSet ← dccSet ∪ <v i , (∆i / ∆total) >

20

return dccSet

17

south-west (from D 1 to D 2 ). A counterfactual execution is shown
in Figure 5-(b) without the obstacle. The drone moves toward the
south (from D 1 to D 3 ). As shown in Figure 5-(c), we obtain a delta
by computing the Euclidean distance between drones’ poses (D 2
and D 3 ) from the two executions.
Computing Dcc. The degree of causal contribution (or Dcc) is an
aggregation of the delta (∆) values of environment configuration
variables. Specifically, we obtain ∆ values of all environment configuration variables. Then, we compute the percentages for each
variable, resulting in Dcc.
Algorithm 1 shows the details of Dcc computation. Given a
swarm algorithm, it iterates over all the robots in the swarm and
calls ComputeRobotDcc for every tick to obtain all Dcc values in
the given mission M (lines 1-6). Then, it obtains the robot’s pose
(i.e., coordinate) in the original mission at the given tick t by calling
GetRobotPose and stores the results to Porg at line 9. We remove each
environment configuration variable’s impact (i.e., vi ) by assigning
∅ to vi . Next, we obtain a new robot’s pose (line 13) without the
object vi , and store it to Pi . We compute delta ∆i by calculating
Euclidean distance between Porg and Pi (line 14). We modify vi ’s
value on each iteration to remove the object (line 12), and restore
it (line 16). Finally, we construct a set of proportions of individual
variables’ deltas (line 19).
4.1.3 Temporal Analysis. We analyze how Dcc values change over
time (i.e., trend) to identify the causes of a bug.
Time Window for Temporal Analysis. Robots typically have
some lag in recognizing and reacting to changes in their surroundings. We call such time duration Twin (or time window for temporal
analysis), and focus on the trend of Dcc values within the window.
Note that different swarm algorithms may have different time windows so test missions are typically provided by the developers or
can be obtained with slight changes of their configuration. Then, we
identify when the current Dcc value is changed more than 10% than

its previous tick’s Dcc value (i.e., Dcc value is rapidly changing).
3
Note that the 10% threshold is configurable .If such rapid changes
are observed, we record how long the changing trend lasts. We
calculate the average time they last and use it for the time window, Twin . In this paper, we measured Twin values of 7.6 ticks, 100
ticks, 6 ticks, and 3 ticks for Adaptive Swarm [2], Swarmlab [88],
Fly-by-logic [60], and Howard’s [16] respectively.
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Input : M : a set of missions for robots. m r ∈ M is a mission for robot r ,
Te : the tick value of when the swarm mission finishes.
Vec : a set of environment configuration variables.
Output : Dcc(r, t ): a set of tuples <v ec , N > where v ec is an environment configuration
variable and N is the Dcc value of vw at tick t for robot r
1 procedure ComputeSwarmDcc(M , Vw )
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Figure 6: Examples of Dcc value trends and fixing strategies.
Fixing Strategies Based on Dcc Trends. With the identifiedTwin ,
we try to identify a temporal trend of Dcc values within a family of
predefined templates, as shown in Figure 6, that reflect our experience in practice. Then, we apply a set of predefined fixing strategies
depending on the matching temporal trend template. From the time
that it causes a buggy behavior, Tbug , the time window for our temporal analysis starts at ‘Tbug − Twin ’ and ends at ‘Tbug ’, as shown in
Figure 6. Then, we apply the following four strategies.
1. Reinforcing. If the trend of Dcc values is either increasing
or decreasing, we try to reinforce the trend (i.e., increasing or
decreasing more). Figure 6-(a) shows an example of a decreasing
trend of Dcc values. Figure 6-(b) is a fix obtained by changing
the value of infl_radius (a swarm configuration variable that
represents the maximum sensing distance for objects) to 0.3
from 0.15 (the original value shown in Figure 6-(a)).
2. Inverting. If Dcc values are increasing/decreasing, we generate a fix to invert (i.e., decrease/increase) the trend of Dcc values, respectively. For example, Figure 6-(c) inverts the trend of
Dcc values from Figure 6-(a) by changing the value of infl_radius
to 0.03 (from 0.15). This strategy is effective when a swarm overlooks an essential factor and focuses on trivial inputs. It would
invert the focus so that the essential factor can be considered.
3. Imbalancing. If a Dcc value of the variable does not have
noticeable changes, we try to introduce changes that can lead
to different swarm behavior. We first try to imbalance (i.e.,
either increase or decrease) the Dcc values.
For example, Figure 6-(d) introduces a decreasing trend by
changing the value of xi (a swarm configuration variable) to
400 from 600. xi represents the non-leader robot’s tendency of
following the leader drone. Reducing this value allows robots
to focus on other surroundings.
4. Balancing. Swarm algorithms may fail because they accidentally take some inputs into the computation more or less than
they should be. This strategy will try to reduce the impact of
3

The optimal for each algorithm can be profiled. Details can be found in [82]. We
profile the four algorithms we evaluated, and find that 10% works for all of them.
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4.2

Fix Validation

4.2.1 Profiling Spatial Variations. It is common to observe a swarm
behaves differently between each test. A robust fix should be tested
under such diverse behaviors. To understand the variation of a
given swarm algorithm, we profile the drone’s poses from tests.
Aligning Spatial Coordinates. Spatial coordinates of the swarm
can vary across the test runs. For example, two relatively identical
flights can have different coordinates if the entire swarm’s poses are
shifted. To identify the variation of drones’ poses in the swarm, it is
necessary to align the drones’ poses based on common coordinate
system. Specifically, we set the spatial coordinates of the swarm on
the drone that caused a bug (e.g., a crash). Other objects including
other drones and obstacles are referenced accordingly.
Computing Spatial Variations. We run n sets of tests where each
set includes N tests (N = 10 in this paper), until we reach a fixed
point of the spatial variation. We measure the spatial variation
of the drones’ poses from all the test runs on each test set. For
measuring the spatial variation SV , we leverage the concept of
circular/spherical error probable (CEP/SEP) [20] to identify the
area that can include 90% of coordinates from the total tests.
th
On the i test set, we measure the spatial variation of the drones’
poses (SVi ) from all the test runs executed at this point (i ∗ 10 tests).
We repeat the process until we observe SVi−1 and SVi do not differ
more than 5%. In general, we reach the fixed point with 10 test sets,
meaning that we run 100 tests in total. Details can be found on [82].
To this end, we obtain a map called SVmap (Spatial Variation Map)
that shows the aligned spatial variations of individual robots and
objects. Figure 7 shows an example SVmap obtained from Adaptive
Swarm [2]. In the map, observed robots are presented as points.
Solid contour lines indicate areas that are estimated as the same
density. The contour lines represent areas that contain the sample’s
population from 10% to 90%, where the outmost area includes 90%,
and each inner area has 10% less population.

current test differ by more than 10% from all the previously observed
Dcc values, we consider the test covered some new swarm behaviors, hence a meaningful test covering a new scenario. In this case,
we prioritize creating new tests that are similar to the current one.
If the Dcc values from the current testing are similar to Dcc values
from previous tests, we prioritize the other layers. Note that we
essentially use Dcc values as feedback representing the behavior
of the swarm. If we tried all the layers and cannot find new Dcc
values that are more than 10% different from the previous tests, we
extend the layers to cover larger spaces.
The process terminates (1) when the test fails (e.g., robots crashing to obstacles or walls) or (2) reaches a predefined timeout. If we
reach the timeout without a failure, we consider the fix is valid.
During the testing, if we observe any crashes or runs that fail to
reach the original goal, we consider them unsuccessful runs, and
the corresponding fixes are discarded.

4.3

Fix Prioritization

The fixes by Swarmbug may affect different aspects of the swarm
behavior in an undesirable way. For example, a fix may resolve a
crash by changing the swarm’s formation significantly (increasing
the distances between drones). In such a case, the swarm with the
fix may look very different from the original one.
To this end, we rank the fixes by how much they preserve the
original algorithm’s behavior. Specifically, for each fix, we compare
Dcc values from the swarm with the original configuration and
fixed configuration. Then, we rank the fixes with smaller differences
higher because they preserve the original behavior of the swarm
more than those with larger differences in Dcc values. In many
cases, a higher-quality fix does not significantly change the swarm’s
behavior while eliminating the fault bug. Note that we essentially
use Dcc to approximate the swarm behavior.
100%
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overly-prioritized objects in algorithms. For example, Figure 6(e) changes the value of nu from 0.0007 to 0.0014. nu swarm
configuration variable representing the priority of avoiding
obstacles over other goals (e.g., following the leader). The fix
prevents the drone from being overly considering the leader.
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Figure 7: Spatial Variation Map (SVmap)
4.2.2 Feedback-driven Fuzzing. We validate the generated fixes
by testing them under various scenarios. We use SVmap, which
represents the spatial variation of the swarm under test. We aim to
spawn robots and obstacles within the regions shown SVmap.
Initially, we spawn them in inner layers more than outer layers
(because more drones were observed there during the profiling).
During the tests, we record Dcc values. If the Dcc values of the

Legendof Dcc Values. To compare Dcc values
Measuring Distances
from different runs, Leader
we leverage the Mean Squared Error (MSE).
Figure 8-(a) shows Dcc
values from the original execution, and
Follower 1
Figure 8-(b) and (c) are Dcc values from executions with two dif2
ferent fixes. We rankFollower
the one
with a smaller MSE value (0.0129)
higher than the other
with
MSE
value 0.0224. Note that we make
Follower 3
them have the same length using interpolation (i.e., applying linear
interpolation to the shorter sequence), then calculate the MSE to
handle Dcc values of different time periods.

5

EVALUATION

Implementation. We prototype two versions of Swarmbug to
support four swarm algorithms. One in Python (742 lines) to support Adaptive Swarm [2] and another one in Matlab (536 lines)
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to support Swarmlab [88], Fly-by-logic [60], and Howard’s [16].
We also modified existing simulators/emulators. Our analysis for
SVmap (Section 4.2) is written in R (632 lines).
Environment Setup. We performed our evaluation on an Intel i79700k 3.6Ghz and 16GB RAM, and 64-bit Linux Ubuntu 16.04. For the
real-world experiment in Section 5.2.1, we use six Crazyflies [13].

Goal

Goal

(a) Adaptive Swarm

Table 1: Selected Algorithms for Evaluation
Name

SLOC Drones Objective

Adaptive Swarm [2] 3,091
Swarmlab [88]
13,213
Fly-by-logic [60]
13,244
Howard’s [16]
1,989

20
20
6
20

5.1

Goal

Flight avoiding static & dynamic obst.
Flight avoiding static obstacle
Optimizing path avoiding unsafe zone
Flight avoiding static obstacle

Swarm Algorithms. As shown in Table 1, we use four representative and diverse swarm algorithms. To select the four algorithms, we
search total 23 swarm-related research papers with open sourced
algorithms and 54 public GitHub repositories related to swarm
robotics from 2010 to 2020. Among these, 25 came with runnable
code from which we pruned out 12 that were just off-line planning
algorithms not reactive to the environment, and 9 algorithms that
did not exhibit collective behaviors (e.g., collections of individual
drones without cooperative interactions). Finally, we end up with
the selected four swarm algorithms. Details can be found in [82].
Note that while there are many swarm algorithm papers, the
viable implementations are limited. We found that many repositories do not include the full implementations to support the
swarm [33, 38, 62, 65, 78, 91] or do not release enough details for
usage [3, 70, 99]. Others just include rudimentary implementations
that do not provide basic swarm functionality or testing environments (e.g., maintaining formation, avoiding obstacles) [9, 26, 32,
53, 72, 87, 95, 96].
Table 1 shows the SLOC (Source Line of Code) of algorithms and
the number of drones we used for the evaluation. We use 20 drones
for all the algorithms, except for the Fly-by-logic as it does not
support a swarm with up to 6 drones. The last column briefly describes the objective of each algorithm. Among the four algorithms,
Adaptive Swarm is the only algorithm that enforces a particular formation during the mission. Swarmlab tries to match the speed with
other robots during the mission, while the other three algorithms
consider other robots as an object to avoid. Swarmlab implements
two swarm algorithms: Olfati-Saber’s [58] and Vicsek’s [86]. We
use Olfati-Saber’s algorithm because Vicsek’s algorithm has a bug
(all the robots are disappearing after a mission starts).

Effectiveness

Buggy Behaviors. During the evaluation, we aim to fix four bug
classes as shown in Figure 9 by using Swarmbug: (a) A drone fails
to avoid a moving obstacle in Adaptive Swarm, leading to a crash,
(b) Drones fail to avoid the second static obstacles they encounter,
crashing to the pillar structure which is a round shape object in the
figure, (c) The first drone fails to avoid the unsafe zone (represented
as the red cube) that the algorithm aims to go around, and (d) A
drone (the green sphere) crashes into an obstacle (the red sphere).
5.1.1 Behavior Causal Analysis. Table 2 shows the result of Swarmbug’s causal analysis. “Trend” shows the identified trends of Dcc
values as described in Section 4.1.3. Note that the variable name is

(b) Swarmlab

Crashed into
unsafe zone

Goal

(c) Fly-by-logic

(d) Howard’s
Legend

Crash point

Flight direction of the swarm

Goal Goal of the mission

Figure 9: Buggy behaviors in the four selected algorithms
the one that dominates the Dcc values. “Strategies” shows all the
fixing strategies applied. “Swarm Configuration” shows the swarm
configuration variables (and their initial values) we mutate to apply
the fixing strategy (e.g., reinforcing or inverting the trend of Dcc
values). To achieve a target Dcc trend, Swarmbug tries both (1)
increasing the value by two times and (2) decreasing the value by
80%, and chooses one that achieves the target Dcc trend. Note that
4
we omit several swarm configuration variables that could not lead
to any fixing strategies. Also, some strategies cannot be done by mutating a particular environment variable (e.g., mutating drone_vel
does not reinforce the trend in the Adaptive Swarm’s case). In such
a case, we consider the strategy is not applicable and mark it as é.
Also, there are some cases where the strategies are well achieved
while the resulting execution always crashes. To check such a case,
we run 10 runs for sanitization purposes. Those that fail to pass the
sanitization test (e.g., drones crashing into other objects/drones)
are marked as . All successfully applied strategies are annotated
by Ë. It does not include the imbalancing strategy which requires
the Dcc trends to be balanced, while all the observed Dcc trends
are decreasing.
5.1.2 Testing Fixes. “Profiling” presents the results of 100 tests
we run for spatial variation profiling (Section 4.2.1). It took approximately 25.2 (for Adaptive Swarm), 2.8 (for Swarmlab), 0.4 (for
Fly-by-logic), and 0.3 (for Howard’s) hours for run 100 tests. Note
that they are naive testing runs where Swarmbug further conducts
fuzz testings (shown in the “Fuzzing” column) guided by MSE scores
of Dcc values. In general, our fuzz testing finds more crashes (lower
rates of successful runs) than the naive profiling tests, meaning that
it is effective in discovering more diverse testing scenarios.
Swarmbug initially generates 11 (for Adaptive Swarm), 6 (for
Swarmlab), 4 (for Fly-by-logic), and 3 (for Howard’s) fixes. Gray
cells represent fixes that do not fail any tests during the profiling
step. “Fuzzing” shows the number of successful tests during the
fuzz-testing out of 30 hours for Adaptive Swarm and Swarmlab, 10
hours for Fly-by-logic and Howard’s. Gray cells mean the fixes that
4

In Table 2, we omit 8, 11, 4 swarm configuration variables from Swarmlab, Fly-by-logic,
and Howard’s respectively.
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Table 2: Effectiveness of Swarmbug
Behavior causal analysis
Fix validation
Fix prioritization Dev.
1
3
5
Strategies
Profiling
Fuzzing
MSE score (Rank) cfm.
2
2
2
2
Swarm Configuration Reinforcing
Inverting
R
In
Reinforcing
Inverting
R
In
w
(=20.0)
Ë (+20.0)
Ë (-18.0)
34
16 1195/4292 (28%)
601/4282 (14%)
xi
(=400.0)
Ë (-380.0)
Ë (+400.0)
100
13 4281/4324 (99%)
477/4333 (11%)
0.024 (2)
Ë
Adaptive
Decreasing
nu
(=1.4E-03) Ë (+1.4E-03) Ë (-1.12E-03)
100
51 4060/4215 (96%)
1858/4424 (42%)
0.031 (3)
Ë
Swarm
(robot1.sp)
int_dist
(=0.7)
Ë (+0.7)
Ë (-0.56)
88
58 3922/4466 (88%)
2131/4441 (48%)
0.053 (4)
Ë
infl_radius
(=0.3)
Ë (-0.24)
Ë (+0.3)
11
100
411/4190 (10%) 4199/4199 (100%)
- 0.022 (1)
Ë
drone_vel
(=4.0)
é
Ë (+4.0)
76
3052/4788 (64%)
- 0.061 (5)
Ë
c_vm
(=3.0)
Ë (-2.4)
15
669/4554 (15%)
b
(=5.0)
Ë (-4.0)
é
22
- 1019/4323 (24%)
Swarmlab
Decreasing
r0
(=10.0)
Ë (+10.0)
é
100
- 4508/4537 (99%)
0.021 (1)
Ë
(p_swarm.u_ref ) c_pm_obs
(=5.0)
é
Ë (-4.0)
57
2311/4661 (50%)
d_ref
(=10.0)
é
Ë (-8.0)
29
1167/4551 (26%)
v_ref
(=6.0)
Ë (-4.8)
é
100
- 3811/4088 (93%)
0.023 (2)
Ë
Fly-by-logic
Decreasing
max_vel
(=0.8)
Ë (+0.8)
é
78
- 3776/4896 (77%)
0.021 (2)
Ë
(obs)
max_accl
(=1.0)
Ë (+1.0)
é
60
- 2808/4888 (57%)
0.025 (3)
Ë
C
(=50.0)
Ë (+50.0)
Ë (-40.0)
100
23 4808/4901 (98%)
0.015 (1)
Ë
Howard’s
Decreasing
dist_thresh
(=2.0)
Ë (+2.0)
é
26
- 1444/6281 (23%)
4
(wypt)
obst_pot_c
(=1000.0)
Ë (+1000.0)
Ë (-800.0)
100
14 5697/6311 (90%)
831/6211 (13%)
0.011 (1)
Ë
1: Data in Profiling column indicates the number of successful mission for 100 tests. 2: R and In indicate Reinforcing and Inverting, respectively. 3: Data in Fuzzing column indicates
the number of successful mission over the number of fuzz testing in given time and success rate. 4: The program has hardcoded constants instead of variables. We assign a
conceptual name to them. 5: Checkbox in this column indicates whether the bugs and fixes are confirmed by developers or not.
Algorithm

Trend

are most successful (e.g., more than 90% of them are successful).
We run Adaptive Swarm and Swarmlab longer than the other two
because a single run from the first two algorithms is much slower
than the other two.
5.1.3 Fix Prioritization. As explained in Section 4.3, we obtain MSE
scores of the fixes and rank them according to the scores. The most
promising fixes are ranked the first in all cases. Two fixes are ranked
second: xi and v_ref in Adaptive Swarm and Swarmlab, respectively.
Our manual inspection shows that they are still valid fixes while
they are ineffective compared to the fix ranked first.
However, nu in Adaptive Swarm, which is ranked third, shows
abnormal behavior: it often makes robots stall or even move backward when they recognize obstacles (even if the obstacles are quite
far away from them). Our manual inspection reveals that the fix
prioritizes avoiding obstacles significantly more than other goals.
Confirmation from the Algorithm Authors. Throughout our
research project, we have communicated with the authors of all four
swarm algorithms [2, 16, 60, 88] regarding the configuration bugs
we find. The bugs and fixes for the three algorithms are confirmed
and acknowledged by the authors. The authors also agreed that the
higher-ranked fixes are better than those that are lower-ranked.

5.2

Case Study

5.2.1 Real-world Experiment of a Fix from Swarmbug. To show
that a fix generated and validated by Swarmbug is effective in
real-world environment (e.g., with various noises), we conduct
a physical experiment that uses the fixed configuration (nu) of
Adaptive Swarm to reproduce the same flight.
Setup and Presentation. We use 6 Crazyflies [13] and leverage
CrazySwarm [66] as a controller for swarming. We use a local position system (called LPS [12]) supported by Crazyflies to precisely
locate drones’ 3D positions in space. We conduct the experiments in
the lab environment where the space is 3m × 4m × 3m (in width ×
length × height). We use the same trajectory (which includes drones’
poses) from the Adaptive Swarm mission shown in Figure 9-(a).
Figure 10 illustrates the results. Drones start from the rightbottom side of the map (marked as ‘Start’) and move toward the
left (marked as ‘Goal’), while avoiding obstacles. There is an Lshape static obstacle which we use two white boxes in our physical

experiment. Moving obstacle (i.e., red symbol) is approaching the
drones from the left to right direction in the upper side of the map.
Thick lines are trajectories computed by swarm algorithms, and
thin lines with jitters are the traces of the real physical drones’
movements from the motion capture system [12]. The physical
aerodynamics and noise may have caused these variations (i.e.,
jitters). Along the trajectories, we visualize instances of drones at
two different time ticks. Circled letters represent drones, where
‘L’ means the leader, and A∼E means follower 1∼5. The symbol is
followed by a number that represents the time tick of the instances.
For instance, ‘L1 and A1∼E1’ represent the drones’ positions at the
time tick 1 while ‘L2 and A2∼E2’ are positions of the same drones at
the time tick 2. The red transparent lines between drones visualize
a group of drones at the same time tick.
Result. Figure 10-(a) shows partial traces of the drones using
Swarmbug’s fix “infl_radius = 0.6” (from the original value 0.3),
which safely finishes the mission without crashing. Figure 10-(b)
shows a picture of the physical experiment, while safely passing
the obstacle (the box behind the drones). With the Swarmbug’s fix,
drones maintain a sufficient safe distance. A video of this physical
experiment is available on [82].
Finding a Fix without Swarmbug. To provide a comparison
point for the quality of the fix generated by Swarmbug, we conduct
a small additional experiment that tries to come up with a fix by
manually changing the parameters without Swarmbug. First of all,
it would take a lot of time to pick the right configuration variable
for the fix (i.e., infl_radius), without any guidances such as Dcc
and MSE values used in Swarmbug. Even if we assume that the
desired variable, infl_radius, is chosen, finding a good value for the
fix is difficult. Assume that 0.4 is chosen (the original value is 0.3).
The fix is tested by running the simulations 200 times that are all
successfully finished without any crashes.
To this end, we run a physical experiment with the fix as shown
in Figure 10-(c). Observe that Follower 2 (B2) and Follower 3 (C2)
crash each other, meaning that while it passes the naive testing
(200 times), the fix is not effective in real-world scenarios.
5.2.2 Debugging a Ground Vehicle Swarm. In this case study, we
show how Swarmbug is used to debug a ground vehicle swarm
algorithm’s configuration bug. We use a swarm algorithm [85]
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Figure 11: Applying Swarmbug to Swarmathon
submitted to an annual robot competition funded by NASA: Swarmathon [57, 81]. The algorithm [85] took third place in the competition and was selected as the authors identified the bug with a few
test runs. The goal of the algorithm is to leverage the swarm robots
to gather resources spread throughout the map quickly.
During the mission, there is a buggy behavior that rovers keep
crashing on the north border of the map and get stuck into the
north-east corner, as shown in Figure 11-(a).
Swarmbug identifies the Dcc trends as shown in Figure 11-(c)
with seven environment configuration variables. Fluctuating Dcc
values for the wall (i.e., the gray area) in the graph represent the
crashes. Swarmbug applies the balancing strategy based on the
trend, identifying 14 potential fixes (from 38 swarm configuration
variables). Among these fixes, “M_PI_2 = rand()+pi()/2” ranked the
first (the original value for the variable is “pi()/2”). The fix yields the
Dcc trend shown in Figure 11-(d). Most of the gray area is removed
as the fix reduces the number of crashes. As shown in Figure 11-(b),
the execution with the fix does not show the buggy behavior (e.g.,
drones stuck in the corner).
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Overhead. During the operation, Swarmbug runs a number of
tests and conducts various analyses (e.g., computing Dcc and MSE
values) on the collected data from the tests. Note that the analyses
are done offline. We also instrument existing simulators to collect
values for Dcc computation and the instrumentations incur less
than 5% overhead at runtime.

Applicability of Swarmbug’s Fuzz Testing. While this paper
focuses on finding and fixing configuration bugs, Swarmbug’s fuzz
testing can find other types of bugs as well.
Specifically, while fuzz-testing the Adaptive Swarm, we find a
bug in the algorithm that may rarely appear at runtime. That is,
when a follower drone and the leader drone get very close to each
other, the leader does not try to avoid the follower, leading to a crash.
Our manual analysis shows that the leader drone’s algorithm does
not consider follower drones as an object to avoid. This is odd because
follower drones have the logic to avoid the leader drone if they
get too close. Our conversation with the developer confirmed that
the developer assumed that the leader will always be far ahead of
other drones and do not need to implement code to avoid a collision.
Even testing three days without Swarmbug does not reveal the bug.
Swarmbug’s fuzz-testing identified such a scenario and exposed
the defect, thanks to the guidance via Dcc and MSE values. We
also validated this can happen in the real-world and the issue is
confirmed by the author of the algorithm as well. More details can
be found on our project page [82].
We also find that Dcc can be used to identify buggy logic in the
swarm algorithm. Specifically, when we initially evaluate Howard’s
algorithm, we find that Swarmbug could not find any possible
fix. We investigate the Dcc values produced during the experiment
further and notice that the observed Dcc values are extremely stable,
except for slight variations observed in obst_pot_c just before the
drone crashes. As we trace back to code related to obst_pot_c, we
found that it detects the obstacle only after a crash happens. To
properly avoid objects before it crashes, the algorithm should detect
the object before it gets too close.
To fix this, we modify the algorithm so that it can detect objects
early. After we patch the algorithm (can be found on our project
page [82]), we conduct our evaluation on the algorithm again, and
Swarmbug successfully finds a possible fix as shown in Table 2.
Scalability and Usability of Swarmbug. Our design is general
and applicable to other swarm algorithms while it requires some
engineering effort. Specifically, to support a new swarm algorithm,
two tasks are required: (1) identifying configuration-variables (we
provide a profiling tool for this in Section 4.1.1) and 5 thresholds
(e.g., mission completion time, time-window, MSE thresholds), (2)
instrumenting the algorithm to integrate Swarmbug (e.g., changing
289 SLOC for Adaptive Swarm). In our evaluation, it took 10∼18
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hours (by a graduate student with moderate experience in drones)
to complete the two tasks for an algorithm. The effort is non-trivial,
but it is required one time for each algorithm. For example, besides
the four evaluated algorithms, we have applied Swarmbug to Swarmathon (see Section 5.2.2), taking about 10 hours (identifying 38
configuration-variables, the 5 thresholds, and changing 152 SLOC
for the integration).
Future Directions. We envision future directions of our paper
along two dimensions: empirical and technical. For the empirical
aspect, applying Swarmbug to more diverse swarm algorithms/systems (e.g., ground vehicle swarm) and more complicated scenarios
(e.g., drones navigating a city landscape) and analyzing the cost
and benefits of it can be the future work. Also, further analysis
support to complete some of the semi-automated processes such as
identifying key parameters used as inputs in Swarmbug can be the
future work as the technical aspect.
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RELATED WORK

Testing Autonomous Robotics. Several testing methods are proposed [4, 31, 34] and studied [1] to solve and understand diverse
challenges in testing autonomous robots. To evaluate the exploration of the system under test (SUT), coverage-driven verification
(CDV) guides the testing process with an automated and systematic
aspect; thus developers generate a broad range of test cases [4].
ASTAA [34] proposed an automated system specialized in stress
and robustness testing and then discovered hundreds of bugs. Timperley et al. empirically studied and found that the majority of
bugs in autonomous systems can be reproduced by software-based
simulations [83]. Hildebrandt et al. integrated dynamic physical
models of the robot to generate physically valid yet stressful test
cases [31].
Alternatively, formal validation and verification are rigorously
studied [35, 52] and used to prove properties of the testing programs
such as correctness, functionality, and availability. Bensalem et al.
developed a toolchain for specifying and formally modeling the
functional level of robots [11], and Halder et al. implemented a
system for checking the model of robots. Deeproad [23] validated
inputs for testing autonomous driving systems.
Unlike previous studies, Swarmbug aims to debug swarm algorithms, which is an order of magnitude more complex, by using the
novel concept of the degree causal of contribution (Dcc).
Testing/Debugging Approaches. Delta debugging [97] isolates
the difference between a passing and a failing test case, by running
mutated test cases and observing the execution results. BugEx [69]
and Holmes [39] leverage a similar approach to understand the
cause of bugs. In addition, Coz [19] introduces additional delays
to infer possible optimization opportunities. LDX [46] perturbs
program states at runtime to infer causality between system calls.
Swarmbug uses a similar idea of mutating environment configuration variables to conduct behavior causal analysis. However,
Swarmbug handles swarm algorithms where inputs are essentially
streams of data, while other techniques may need a non-trivial
amount of modifications to handle such input data. Swarmbug also
leverages the Dcc values to create a fuzz testing system.
Researchers leveraged random testing techniques (e.g., fuzzing)
to continually improve the quality of test cases [47, 64, 84]. PySE [43]
used a reinforcement learning-based approach to find a worst-case
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scenario. There are also model-based approaches inferring the actual program state [71, 74] or input types [89].
Automated Program Repair. There is a line of research focused
on fixing buggy programs automatically [28, 30, 41, 48, 90]. In particular, [48] leverages a genetic programming approach [44] to repair
a buggy program. [30, 90] proposes an automated program repair
technique for programming assignments. While the previous works
and Swarmbug share the same goal of fixing a bug, Swarmbug aims
to fix configuration bugs in complex swarm algorithms running
multiple robots. It fixes bugs by changing the swarm configuration
variables’ values, while the previous works change the program
code to repair. QLOSE [21] leverages program distances to come
up with solutions for program repairing. SemCluster [63] defines a
new metric based on the input data space and uses the metric to
cluster programs. Swarmbug leverages Dcc to guide the analysis
and testing for swarm algorithms.
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CONCLUSION

We proposed Swarmbug, a debugging approach for resolving configuration bugs in swarm algorithms. Swarmbug automatically
identifies the causes of configuration bugs by creating new executions with mutated environment configuration variables. It compares the new executions with the original execution to find the
causes of the bug. Then, given the cause, Swarmbug applies four
different strategies to fix the bug by mutating swarm configuration
variables, resulting in fixes for the configuration bugs. Our evaluation shows that Swarmbug is highly effective in finding fixes for
diverse configuration bugs in swarm algorithms.
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